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Pursuant to DIR newsline release 
2020-29 dated April 03, 2020, 

effective April 13, 2020, there are 
no trials or lien conferences.  All 
status conferences, expedited 

hearings, MSC’s and priority 
conferences  are being heard by a 

direct conference line for each 
independent judge.

We are appearing Telephonically 
for each hearing on your behalf. 

Prior to each of these hearings we 
have sent a letter to applicant 

attorneys and we are attempting 
to make prehearing contact with 

them via telephone.



While most the depositions were 
rescheduled in the month of March 
and the beginning of April, we are 
beginning to reschedule all 
depositions as quickly as possible, 
prioritizing any deposition that may 
have a “decision date”.

Additionally, we are utilizing various 
mediums such as “Zoom 
conferencing” or “GoToMeeting” to 
conduct depositions.

Moreover, we are working with your 
partners, the court reporters and 
court reporting services to coordinate 
the utilization of these online 
mediums to move forward with 
depositions.

If you need a deposition, please 
contact us as we are able to
conduct depositions in a quick and 
expeditious fashion utilizing these 
methods.



Towards ensuring that we are actively attempting to resolve case in chief matters, 
we are actively contacting every applicant attorney on every case that we have 
by correspondence, emails and/or telephone.

We are requesting that applicant attorneys review their cases, discuss 
with their client, and discuss with us any potential for a resolution.  While 
we recognize that many cases are still early in the discovery process or 
pending further discovery, we are optimistic that under the current 
extenuating circumstances, there may be some cases that seek 
resolution instead of an elongated period of “unknown”. 



Currently, there are no lien conferences and no lien trials.  This 
means that lien claimants are more likely than not to at least 

discuss a resolution of their outstanding claims in a more 
meaningful fashion than usual.

As such, we are reaching out to every single open lien claim in 
every open lien case we are handling.  We are sending 

correspondence and utilizing emails and telephone calls to 
attempt to resolve outstanding lien claims on your behalf for a 

reduced value and without the need for future lien 
conferences or lien trials.



Multiple Qualified 
Medical Evaluators 

have either unilaterally 
canceled evaluations 

or have requested they 
be canceled due to the 

Covid-19 crisis.  

We are actively working 
with the QME’s and 

applicant attorneys in 
order to ensure that 

timely evaluations are 
scheduled with notices 
being sent out by our 

office to ensure that the 
applicants are aware of 
the rescheduled date.  

We will continue to 
follow-up to confirm 

applicants have 
appeared.



We will continue our ongoing communications with you, our 
clients, by mail, telephone and email.

We will continue to provide you updates on every case, 
including any developments that occur, and provide you with 
a comprehensive breakdown of any legal, medical, or factual 

issues that may impede on our progress toward the resolution of 
any case. 
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